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Two Geology Majors Graduated in the Spring Semester 

 

Myra Wilson and Marcos Lara graduated in the TAMUK 
Spring 2021 Commencement.   We appreciate the level of 
dedication and effort given by these majors.  Great job! 
     Originally from Arkansas, Myra Wilson grew up in the 
Rio Grande Valley.  She graduated from Mercedes High 
School T-STEM Academy. Myra chose Geology as one of 
her majors at Texas A&M University –Kingsville 
(TAMUK) having been interested in it for a very long time. 
However, she also chose Criminology as a second major. In 
the future, she plans to use her Geology and Criminology 
knowledge to work in Forensic Geology with the FBI. We 
wish Myra all the best in her future endeavors! 

         Marcos Lara grew up in Falfurrias, Texas, south of Kingsville. A graduate of Falfurrias High School, 
Marcos chose Geology as a major because he felt it was a unique field of study.  He thought of Geology as the 
major to do hands-on work in the field, and in the lab, and a great way to learn new things.  Before joining 
Texas A&M University-Kingsville (TAMUK), Marcos never even thought about Geology! However, he admits 
his interest grew as he worked through his Bachelors career. He was mostly influenced by the various career 
paths that one can take in pursuing a degree in Geology and the enjoyment that comes with each of those paths.  
His favorite things about geology include hands-on activities and visiting many locations throughout Texas on 
field trips.  Tackling different problems at these field trip locations and learning to solve them using the skills 
he learned in his courses was also part of his enjoyment and learning experience at TAMUK. Marcos was 
greatly involved with the Geosciences Club and participated in outreach activities. Taking various GIS courses, 
Marcos states, they expanded his geology knowledge as he learned to tie real-world locations with geology 
occurrences.  Outside of the department and doing geology, Marcos enjoys the outdoors, especially hunting and 
fishing.  He enjoys bow hunting in the winter.  He says that being outdoors enjoying nature and hunting helped 
him get through college, as he was close to friends and family. For the future, Marcos is “hungry for the real 
work experience” and he is excited to have graduated and looks forward to the Future.  We congratulate Marcos 
for making the Dean’s List for Spring 2021 and we wish him a bright future! 

President and Dean’s List – Spring 2021 

    
       Winston               Marcos            Tahiry 

We congratulate Winston J. Broussard for making 
the President’s List and Marcos Lara and Tahiry 
Andriamiharisoa for making the Dean’s List for 
Spring 2021.  Way to go! 

TAMUK Students Attended Two Fieldtrips in the Spring, 2021 

 

The Applied Geology class trip, co-organized by Dr. Robert 
Schneider and Randy Bissell from the Corpus Christi 
Geological Society, took place April 16, 2021.  The class 
participated in observing active geological processes at the 
Nueces River Delta. Armed with field notebooks and 
muddy boots, the students discussed coastal changes since 
the Pleistocene into present day. 
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Contact us: 
Geosciences Program 
Texas A&M – Kingsville 
MSC 175, University Blvd 
Kingsville TX, 78363 
 

Phone: 361-593-3110 
Fax: 361-593-2183 
 

URL: 
geosciences.tamuk.edu 
 

Editors: 
Dr. Veronica Sanchez 
(veronica.sanchez@tamuk.edu) 
 

Dr. Haibin Su 
(haibin.su@tamuk.edu) 
Dr. Brent Hedquist 
(brent.hedquist@tamuk.edu) 
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Rebecca Roscoe graduated December 18th, 2009 with a Bachelor of Science in Geology with a minor 
in Geography.  Rebecca attended Texas A&M University-Kingsville in 2004 after graduating from 
Woodland Park High School in Colorado. She came to the University with an interest in gemology, 
but towards completion of her B.S., she was more interested in economic geology and glacial geology.  
While attending the University, Rebecca taught geoscience laboratories almost every semester. She 
took the position as treasurer and secretary for a couple semesters in the Geology Club. In the summer 
of 2007, Rebecca received an internship with the Cripple Creek and Victor Gold Mine in Colorado.   

That following summer and Fall 2008 semester Rebecca and team members participated in an Ore Microscopy Research Project 
(with Orlando Gonzales and Jacob Hundl) in a study of the paragenesis of veins within the Cripple Creek/Victor Diatreme. She 
presented her research at the Pathways to the Doctorate Research Symposium in Fall, 2008.  During the 2009 spring semester, 
Rebecca received a scholarship from the Corpus Christi Geological Society.  She was working in a open pit hard rock gold 
mining environment. Most of the duties involved logging rock chip samples and planning drill holes. She also had an internship 
in the summer of 2009 with the Alaska Geological and Geophysical Survey in Fairbanks, Alaska. There she received valuable 
experience in ArcGIS, and great contacts with the State Survey and USGS.  Rebecca is currently employed as a Geologist at the 
Cripple Creek and Victor Gold Mine. She plans on attending Graduate School in January 2011. Rebecca really enjoyed her time 
and experiences at Texas A&M University-Kingsville. 

 

Melissa Ann Hidalgo received her Bachelor of Science degree in Geology with a minor in Biology from 
Texas A&M University-Kingsville during the 2009 December commencement.  Originally from 
Beeville, Texas, she earned her Associate of Science degree with emphasis of Geology from Coastal 
Bend College-Beeville in May 2006.  While attending TAMUK, Miss Hidalgo was the 2008 Treasurer 
of the Geoscience Club and worked an internship as an interpreter with the Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Department in the summer of 2008.  This past summer , Melissa fulfilled her capstone course required 
by her degree plan by completing a rigorous six-week field camp (this implements coursework learned  
 

in lectures and laboratory in the field) with the University of Nevada-Reno.  In her final year, she worked with Dr. John Buckley 
on the preparation and partial reconstruction of Polyptchyodon Hudsoni, a plesiosaur.  She presented her research at the 
Pathways to the Doctorate Research Symposium in Fall, 2009.  She had this to say; “First of all, I believe that TAMUK was a 
perfect fit for me, especially the Geoscience department and their faculty.  You develop a close professional relationship with 
them that will serve you for years to come.  Without their help, it would not have been a smooth transition from a community 
college to a major university. Also, those opportunities that were offered will help me with furthering my career. This is very 
much appreciated.  Not only is this degree a symbol of my hard work and determination of an important accomplishment but it 
also shows the great support that was given to me by individuals, especially my close friends and even closer family.  I thank 
God for them everyday.”  Miss Hidalgo is planning on pursuing a Graduate Gemologist degree through the GIA (Gemological 
Institute of America). 

 

David Smith graduated December 18th, 2009 with a Bachelor of Science in Geology with a minor in 
Geography. He worked on two research projects that were presented at the Pathways to the Doctorate 
Research Symposium in 2008 and 2009. He is a student member of the American Association of 
Petroleum Geologist. He is working for Lewis Petro Properties getting valuable experience in the 
petroleum industry. In regards to what the degree means to him, “This program has helped me in a lot 
of different ways. Mainly how the Earth system works and how to use the tools like GIS and Remote 
Sensing to study the different subsystems of the Earth.” 
 

 

Samuel Cantu, Summa Cum Laude, graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Geosciences with a 
minor in English.  He has taught most of the GIS and Remote Sensing labs while completing his 
degree.  He was the Coordinator for Educational Outreach on Dr. Jaeyung Yu’s DoD Geospatial 
Technology grant for two years.  He has completed four research projects that were presented at the 
Pathways to the Doctorate Research Symposiums in 2007, 2008, and 2009.  He won a second place 
award in the Environmental Division in the 2008 Pathways Symposium. He presented his research 
poster at the AAG Conference on a post-NAFTA GIS project that analyzed the environmental impacts 
of growth to the Weslaco, Texas area.  This meeting was held in San Francisco, CA in the Spring 
2007.  Sam Cantu was one of the most helpful, dedicated students in the Department. 
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The Geomorphology class led by Dr. Veronica Sanchez visited the Hill Country from 
April 8 through April 10, 2021.  Among their field exercises, the students worked in 
diagnosing slope instability and making inferences in slope degradation using various 
field equipment, such Jacob staff, Brunton compass, and Schmidt hammer.  They 
assessed topographic variations at various field sites, having previously studied various 
satellite imagery in Lab, and discussed paleo-topography to build geological models 
supported by their field observations.  The highlight of the trip was a full (hot) afternoon 
at Enchanted Rock where students learned about the igneous history, weathering 
patterns, and topography.  Students were excited to work with Paleozoic rocks as well as 

directly observe the Great Unconformity, where a ~500 million-year gap is present between the Town Mountain Granite and the 
Hickory Sandstone formation.  Students learned to make detailed outcrop observations, and plot themselves on a topographic map 
using triangulation methods, a great foundation for future courses. 

 Virtual Speaker Series – highlights from Spring 2021 
The Department of Physics & Geosciences hosted an excellent lineup of speakers, professionals in their 
respective disciplines, for the ongoing Virtual Speaker Series. 

On January 26, 2021, Dr. Cathy Downs, professor of English at Texas A&M University-Kingsville and 
geology major, presented a discussion on her current project focusing on condensing geologic history embedded 
in maps into something the audience can hold in their hands: a book.  With an introduction of various concepts 
of geologic history, the utility and limitation of geologic map symbols, and plate tectonics, Dr. Downs presented 
a great discussion that non-geologists could understand. Especially delighting was the concept of Truth: its 
function in science and what we make of it with every geologic exercise we do. 

 

On February 17, 2021, Dr. Shuoshuo Han, research associate at the University of Texas at Austin, Institute for 
Geophysics, presented work related to her ongoing research linking sediment properties to megathrust slip 
behavior. She presented results from the Cascadia region.  Dr. Han is a marine geophysicist and she uses active 
source seismic data to study subduction zones and the oceanic lithosphere.  We thank Dr. Han for her time and 
for presenting valuable results that may help us understand earthquakes in the Cascadia region.  This virtual 
seminar was held in conjunction with the Corpus Christi Geological Society/Coastal Bend Geophysical Society. 
 

On March 26, 2021, Dr. Esayas Gebremichael, assistant professor of geosciences at Texas Christian 
University, delighted the audience with an informative presentation on using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) to 
study the impacts of anthropogenic and natural changes along coastal areas.  He presented results from case 
studies in the Nile Delta, Egypt, and Houston, Texas, USA.  We wish Dr. Gebermichael the best in his research 
pursuits and thank him for accepting our invitation to present. 

 

For our April event, coinciding with Earth Day on April 22, John Metz, meteorologist in charge at the National 
Weather Service office in Corpus Christi shared an excellent presentation on the types of data, technology and 
people involved in working with meteorological services. John Metz also highlighted career paths and strategies 
for undergraduates pursuing a career in atmospheric sciences.  Prior to his presentation, a small group joined in 
ZOOM for an informal Meet & Greet session that allowed us to converse with our speaker and learn a little 
more about his line of work.   

Faculty Publications 
Li, H., Gao, R., Li, W., Carbonell, R., Yelisetti, S., Huang, X., et al. (2021). The Mabja dome structure in southern Tibet revealed by 
deep seismic reflection data and its tectonic implications. Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth, 126, e2020JB020265. 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2020JB020265 
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